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Life is Good 

 

My Project 

Kenny Hentges 

 

I am restoring a dirt bike, but       

not just any dirt bike, it's a       

Honda 49cc 1982 pit bike.     

First, I started off with     

disassembling it because I    

wanted to paint over the dirty      

orange with a bright red. Also      

engine problems occurred and    

the chain bunched up but no      

problem, because it had a     

master link. Yesterday, I    

cleaned the grease and gunk     

off of the gears and part of the        

chain too and painted it red      

without the fuel tank because it      

had three minor dents on it. I       

might get new grips but I will       

have to upgrade the engine on      

it because it breaks all the time       

and it needs a new spark plug       

every day and my brother,     

Kevan made the chain go in      

the back gear and made the      

back tire lock up before I      

started to restore it. Speaking     

of tires, I decided to paint the       

rims black and that was a great       

idea and I didnt even have to       

take off the tire or the tube       

because the paint blended with     

it. I didn't ride it yet because I        

don't have the parts but even if       

I did, it would be too cold and        

snowy. 

 

 

Hygiene Assembly 

Donavon Espinoza 

 

Hygiene is a important part of      

life. Like face washing and     

showering are a part of     

hygiene. And when you hit     

puberty your face will begin to      

produce more oil and its     

important to wash your face so      

it will prevent acne. Showering     

will help get bactria off your      

body and clean your exterior     

body. And brushing you teeth     

will help get the plaque off      

your teeth. Keeping your head     

clean will prevent head lice on      

your hair. And we got a nice       

little cleaning kit from the     

presenter. 

 

TV 

Jonah Williamson 

 

I like a movie and it's called       

diary of wimpy kid. The main      

character is a 12 year old boy       

named Greg. He is in his first       

year of high school. One time      

he got on a rollercoaster with      

his friend Rowly who ate too      

much and threw up on him.      

Another time Rowly got a bike      

for christmas and Greg threw a      

football at him and he broke      

his arm. People started to write      

on his cast. Greg got jealous so       

he told the people he broke      

Rowly´s arm. Greg pretended    

to break his arm by putting      

toilet paper on it. At     

Halloween he made people    

mad and so they ran in the       

woods and thought there was a      

monster coming for them but     

it was Fregley, the person who      

Greg hates. 

Opinions 

 

Kenny Hentges 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Halloween costumes are cool    

like how I said in my first       

article. People can buy them,     

make them, or just reuse them.      

So I'm just covering the best      

costume for this year and it is       

nice. It is a newspaper delivery      

boy costume. If you think it's a       

bad costume or it's not very      

good, you're wrong, because of     

the advantages that match it.     

First, you have a free candy      

pouch that matches the    

costume but that's not all of      

the advantages. You can ride a      

bike, so that means your legs      

don't get tired as fast as      

walking or running. Also, I     

might have this costume so     

maybe next year you can be      

one too. My thoughts about the      

costume is its good as you can       

see I'm typing about    

Halloween again because I like     

typing or talking, but writing     

makes my hands tired too     

quickly. But, don't just take     

this as an answer because be      

yourself and think about your     

costume not just this one. Or      

everyone might be a clone of      

myself, riding bicycles all over.     

So everyone should have other     

ideas on what looks the best,      

coolest, funniest, or scariest    

halloween costume, not just a     

delivery boy. 
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Furry Friends 

 

Emma Kawasaki 

Have you ever had a pet dog? 

I had a puppy named Uncle, he       

lived with my dad. He had a       

bad accident and broke his leg.      

Then he stopped limping after     

a few days and we all thought       

he was going to be ok. One day        

my dad decided to bring him to       

the vet and get him checked      

out. His leg was still broken      

and he had to get it removed!       

Now he's in Billings and he will       

get a new home. He is not in a         

new home yet because he is      

getting trained. And we can't     

keep him because our grandma     

said no because we have four      

cats which is a lot. And we still        

miss him but he is going to get        

a good home with his new      

family. 

 

Surveys 

The Lunch Survey 

  

Lakealah Mays  

 

We did a lunch survey. Here      

are some of the 4th grade      

students results. First place    

was chicken strips and some of      

the comments were: It's very     

good and it filled me up fast.       

The only reason why I like it is        

because it is crispy and comes      

with mashed potatoes. Second    

place is cCorn dogs and here      

are some of the comments: “I      

love corn dogs because they’re     

easy to make and it doesn't      

take that long.” “They’re my     

favorite food cause they are     

delicious and they can be a      

nice snack to eat.” Third place      

is tomato soup and    

sandwiches. One student   

commented, “tomato is my    

favorite soup and I love to eat       

this soup even more when its      

cold outside. Its delicious,    

simple and filling.” Finally for     

the last place is chicken fried      

steak. Here one of the students      

really like it because it came      

with mashed potatoes and    

another student said, “it is so      

good and I like the flavor.”  

 

Chicken strips    l l l l l l l 
  

Corn dogs l l l l   

 

Tomato soup and sandwich 

l l l I 
 

Chicken fried steak   l l l  

 

 

A Tasty Lunch 

 

Michael Adams 

 

Tacos are good. I like cheese,      

sour cream and tomatoes. I     

like hard shells better than soft      

shells. The Taco Shack in     

Glasgow makes good ones.    

Sometimes we make tacos at     

home. They taste as good as      

the school ones. Tacos are one      

of my favorite meals. 

  

 

Gabe is enjoying his taco lunch 

 

Reviews 

The Slippery Slope 

 

Jeina Reum 

 

I have been reading The     

Slippery Slope. It is book 10      

out of the 13 of the Series Of        

Unfortunate Events. The   

Baudelaire mansion was   

burned but it is unknown if      

their parents survived or not.     

This is a series about Sunny,      

Klaus, and Violet Baudelair    

orphans trying escape from    

Count Olaf’s clutches a man     

who wants the Baudelair    

fortune. Their parents are part     

of a secret organization called     

VFD. In this book they are      

traveling up a mountain trying     

to find the VFD headquarters     

but when they get there it is       

burned down by one of Count      

Olaf’s servants. Now they have     

to uncover the mysteries of the      

remaining headquarters. After   

finding out about the last safe      

place to try and find their      

parents. They have to go     

through many challenges on    

their to the last safe place. 

 

 

 

 

Fantastic Four 

 

Lonnie Steele 

Have you ever watched The       

Fantastic Four? Its about five     

people building a machine to     

go to a different universe that      

they called Planet Zero, but     

one stayed behind. They were     

exposed to the substance that     
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was there and all of them came       

back except one was killed so      

they left him there. When they      

got back there was an     

explosion that blew up most of      

the laboratory they built it in.      

The person who stayed behind     

got powers like the rest of      

them. The one who stayed     

behind was named Susan and     

the others are named Victor,     

Reed, Johnny, and Ben. Victor     

was the person who died on      

Planet Zero. Sue’s powers are     

invisibility and forcefields.   

Ben’s power is he is just a big        

rock. Reeds power is elastic     

and Johnny’s power is flame.     

Later they rebuild the machine     

and its a little better than the       

first one Reed, Sue, Ben,     

Victor, and Johnny made.    

When the new people entered     

the planet, they found a heat      

signature that was Victor’s.    

When they find Victor they     

take him back and he attacks      

them and kills mostly everyone     

in the building. Then Sue,     

Reed, Johnny, and Ben try and      

stop Victor who later is named      

Doctor Doom because his last     

name is Doom. Victor tries to      

open a portal to Planet Zero.      

They had a rough battle. Also      

the portal was taking stuff     

from Earth and transferring to     

the other Planet. They had a      

tough battle on the other     

planet and the Fantastic Four     

flew up into the portal but      

three of them two of them had       

to go into a forcefield that Sue       

controls and Johnny flew up     

by himself because he is the      

Human torch he can fly. While      

they were battling, they tried     

hard to defeat him, but victor      

was too fast for them and he       

could control stuff with his     

mind, and he is on a column       

that he made from the ground.      

Then they thought of an idea      

and it woked.  

 

 

Interviews 

 

Ms. Larson 

Tanner MacDonald &  

Payton Williams 

 

We interviewed 5th grade    

teacher, Kaylsa Larson. She    

was raised in Glasgow,    

Montana. She was born on     

July 24, 1985. She has been      

teaching 11 years; two in Wolf      

Point and 9 in Glasgow. Her      

favorite sport is basketball.    

What she does in her free time       

is she hangs out with her      

daughter and rides bike with     

her daughter. Also her favorite     

food is tacos. Her favorite color      

is turquoise. She also likes     

skydiving.  

 

Ms. Larson 

 

Interviewing Mrs.Bailey 

 

Promise Burshia 

 

Mrs. Bailey was born in a town       

named Basin,Wyoming. In her    

freetime she likes to play with      

her kids. She also likes to go       

for hikes and to run. She went       

to MSU Billings for college.     

She has two sons. One is in 7th        

grade and the other is in 10th       

and their ages are 12 and 15.       

Their names are Carl and     

Marshall. Mrs.Bailey has been    

teaching for 13 years and she      

has been living in Wolf Point      

for 8 years.The things she is      

really good at are sewing and      

cooking. 

 

 
Mrs. Bailey 

 
Announcements 

 
 Meadow and Azzy Report 
 
At the end of the quarter we       

will go back to 4 days of school        

for Plan A. It starts November      

2. When we go to school for       

those four days we will all see       

most of our friends.  

Then for Halloween we will be      

able to wear costumes but we      

can't have a parade. Student     

Council will have a Halloween     

store on October 21st to     

October 28th. We will have a      

Halloween party on the 29th     

for group B and for group A it        

will be on the 27th. We will       

have the parties' last period.     

Then we can not bring snacks      

made at home or bulk     

packaged from a bakery (like     

bagged cookies), they all have     

to be individually packaged    

from the processor.  
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